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				      		Stories and tips to make you a better gardener, cook and seed saver.
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          How to Grow Potatoes
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  Here are a few tips from SSE's gardening crew on how to grow potatoes for a healthy and bountiful harvest.
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  General Advice
Potatoes always do best in full sun. They are aggressively rooting plants, and we find that they will produce the best crop when planted in a light, loose, well-drained soil. Potatoes prefer a slightly acid soil with a PH of 5.0 to 7.0. Fortunately potatoes are very adaptable and will almost always produce a respectable crop, even when the soil conditions and growing seasons are less than perfect.
Always keep your potato patch weed-free for best results. Potatoes should be rotated in the garden, never being grown in the same spot until there has been a 3-4 year absence of potatoes.
When to Plant Potatoes 
Potatoes may be planted as soon as the ground can be worked in the early spring, but keep soil temperatures in mind. Potato plants will not begin to grow until the soil temperature has reached 45 degrees F. The soil should be moist, but not water-logged.
Potatoes can tolerate a light frost, but you should provide some frost protection for the plants if you know that a hard, late season freeze is coming. If you want to extend storage times, and have a long growing season, you can plant a second crop as late as June 15 and harvest the potatoes as late as possible.
Cutting Potatoes Before Planting
A week or two before your planting date, set your seed potatoes in an area where they will be exposed to light and temperatures between 60-70 degrees F. This will begin the sprouting process. A day or two before planting, use a sharp, clean knife to slice the larger seed potatoes into smaller pieces. Each piece should be approximately 2 inches square, and must contain at least 1 or 2 eyes or buds. Plant smaller potatoes whole. A good rule of thumb is to plant potatoes whole if they are smaller in size than a golf ball. In a day or so your seed will form a thick callous over the cuts, which will help prevent rotting.
Planting Potatoes in the Garden
We find that potatoes are best grown in rows. To begin with, dig a trench that is 6-8 inches deep. Plant each piece of potato (cut side down, with the eyes pointing up) every 12-15 inches, with the rows spaced 3 feet apart. If your space is limited or if you would like to grow only baby potatoes, you can decrease the spacing between plants.
To begin with only fill the trench in with 4 inches of soil. Let the plants start to grow and then continue to fill in the trench and even mound the soil around the plants as they continue to grow. Prior to planting, always make sure to cultivate the soil one last time. This will remove any weeds and will loosen the soil and allow the plants to become established more quickly.
How to Water Potatoes 
Keep your potato vines well watered throughout the summer, especially during the period when the plants are flowering and immediately following the flowering stage. During this flowering period the plants are creating their tubers and a steady water supply is crucial to good crop outcome. Potatoes do well with 1-2 inches of water or rain per week. When the foliage turns yellow and begins to die back, discontinue watering. This will help start curing the potatoes for harvest time.
When to Harvesting Potatoes
Baby potatoes typically can be harvested 2-3 weeks after the plants have finished flowering. Gently dig around the plants to remove potatoes for fresh eating, being careful not to be too intrusive. Try to remove the biggest new potatoes and leave the smaller ones in place so they can continue to grow. Only take what you need for immediate eating. Homegrown new potatoes are a luxury and should be used the same day that they are dug.
Potatoes that are going to be kept for storage should not be dug until 2-3 weeks after the foliage dies back. Carefully dig potatoes with a sturdy fork and if the weather is dry, allow the potatoes to lay in the field, unwashed, for 2-3 days. This curing step allows the skins to mature and is essential for good storage. If the weather during harvest is wet and rainy, allow the potatoes to cure in a dry protected area like a garage or covered porch.
Storage Conditions
At Seed Savers Exchange.  we are able to store potatoes well into the spring in our underground root cellar. Try to find a storage area that is well ventilated, dark, and cool. The ideal temperature is between 35 and 40 degrees F. Keep in mind that some varieties are better keepers than others. Varieties like Red Gold and Rose Gold are best used in the fall, and others like Carola and Russets are exceptional keepers.
Saving Seed Stock
Home gardeners can save seed for several generations. Save the very best potatoes for planting. You may find that after several years the size begins to decrease; this is typical. Potatoes are very susceptible to viruses. If you are looking for maximum yields it is best to start with fresh, USDA Certified Seed Stock every year.
In collaboration with University of Wisconsin-Madison researchers, SSE is working to eradicate viruses from heritage potatoes in order to safely preserve potato genetic diversity and to offer high quality seed potatoes.

REQUEST POTATOES ON THE EXCHANGE
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									Seed Savers Exchange Blog

							    Seed Savers Exchange is a nonprofit, member supported organization that collects, preserves and shares heirloom seeds for our future. Since 1975, SSE and our supporters have collected the seeds and stories that would otherwise have been lost.
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                      Seed Savers Exchange's Heritage Farm proved an exquisite setting for a recent Decorah Area Chamber young professionals gathering. Highlights of the event included an opportunity to chat with Michael Washburn, SSE's new preservation director, and to tour the newly repaved Diane's Garden. #SeedSaversExchange#DecorahAreaChamber#BetterTogether
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                      This position supports Seed Savers Exchange by assisting Heritage Farm visitors in Decorah, Iowa. Duties include helping customers purchase merchandise related to the SSE mission and answering questions about Seed Savers Exchange and Heritage Farm trails and gardens. When not working at the Visitors Center, this position supports Seed Savers Exchange with seed packing and order fulfillment. Please visit seedsavers.org for more details or to apply. #SeedSaversExchange #NowHiring #NEIowaJobs
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                      Nothing escaped the eagle eyes of Michael Washburn, SSE preservation director, and Sara Straate, SSE seed historian, when they recently examined the tomatoes in the Evaluation Garden at Heritage Farm. SSE staff regularly check the tomatoes and other crops growing in the garden as part of the multi-year “Collection to Catalog” process whereby SSE introduces select seeds from its collection to its annual catalog. Notes from their observations–on height, yield, and other physical characteristics–at Heritage Farm will be combined with data from other ADAPT participants growing these varieties across the country. Curious about joining the ADAPT program in 2023? Learn more at https://www.seedsavers.org/community-science-adapt.
#SeedSaversExchange #Evaluation #CollectionToCatalog #CommunityScience #Tomatoes #TomatoSeason #GardenTrials
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                      Did you know that the number of cabbage varieties in the commercial seed trade has decreased by 52 percent in just three decades, from 199 in 1981 to 95 in 2020? You can help preserve the remaining varieties, and bolster biodiversity, by planting this biennial crop and saving its seed! To save cabbage seed, select at least three firm, ready-to-eat cabbage heads in the fall. Remove the plants, roots and all, and store them in a root cellar, refrigerator, or cold basement, being sure to keep the roots damp and cold during the winter. In the early spring, replant the plants, leaving two to three feet in between them. Each plant will produce a seed stalk directly from its center. Cabbage seeds ripen slowly and fall off immediately when they are ripe; either harvest the whole plant as the pods turn yellow or pick the dry pods when they turn brown. Join Jongga’s Generation Preservation with us, and bring plant diversity to the table! Grow cabbage in your own garden and follow @jongga_global and @jonggausa. #JonggaKimchi #JonggaGenP #Biodiversity #PlantPreservation #Cabbage #SeedSaving
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                      It’s National Dog Day! Yes, we love our pups every day, but today is a special day to celebrate all our beloved canine companions–including pups like Martin and Charli (pictured here near Diane’s Garden at Seed Savers Exchange’s Heritage Farm). We always welcome pups on leashes at Heritage Farm and hope you can visit with your four-legged friends someday soon! #SeedSaversExchange#HeritageFarm#NationalDogDay
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                      Spotted recently at Seed Savers Exchange’s Heritage Farm: the elusive white-tailed squirrel! During a 2012 interview with Iowa Public Radio, Vince Evelsizer, an Iowa DNR biologist, speculated that the white tail is a rare genetic trait that has surfaced naturally in squirrels: “I would guess it’s something that has just emerged in one or two squirrels and maybe those bred with some other squirrels and a few had it show up in them.” Thanks to Jamie Hanson, SSE assistant orchard manager, for capturing this photo of the rare rodent. #SeedSaversExchange #HeritageFarm #WhiteTailedSquirrel
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                      Seed Savers Exchange staff and seed rematriation project partners recently gathered for a field day @Ukwakhwa to celebrate the past two years of #rematriation work, connect with each other, and learn from one another and from the seeds. Thanks to Becky and Steve Webster for hosting the event and to North Central Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) for providing funds for the event!
.
The program included a tour of Ukwakhwa, a soil-health workshop by Jessika Greendeer @DreamofWildHealth, tips on growing and cooking with blue corn by Kellie Zahn and Warren M from #stockbridgemunsee, and a conversation about the healing power of seeds with Shelley Buffalo. 
.
“There is always hope,” said one participant. “We are in a time of many things ending, but in that there are beginnings. We get to do the slow work of tending seeds.” #SeedSaversExchange #SeedRematriation #SARE
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                      Our Lillian Goldman Visitors Center staff has been educating visitors to Heritage Farm about the beloved monarch butterfly and its life cycle (egg to caterpillar/larva to chrysalis/pupa to butterfly). We hope that these efforts and those of other concerned individuals around the world will help this beautiful butterfly recover from endangered status soon. #SeedSaversExchange#LillianGoldmanVisitorsCenter#SaveTheMonarchButterfly#EndangeredSpeciesEducation
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                      Seed Savers Exchange is stopping in Milwaukee August 9-11 for the Garden Center Show, the world’s largest trade show and conference for independent garden center owners, managers, and buyers! Visit us in booth 2027 and check out our new seed varieties for 2023. We will also have some great show specials for our retail partners! #SeedSaversExchange #SeedRack
#GardenCenterShow #IndependentGardenCenter #IGC #GCS2022
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                      Seed Savers Exchange is excited to join @jongga_global, the No. 1 Kimchi brand in Korea,  since 1987, on its Generation Preservation campaign to preserve plant-forward foods in danger of extinction. Did you know Kimchi–Korean traditional fermented vegetables–is made of more than eight vegetables? Jongga’s support bolsters SSE’s work to safeguard our collection of 20,000-plus unique and heirloom varieties of vegetable, herb, and flower seeds; 600 potato-tissue cultures; 290 garlic varieties; and 1,500 apple varieties. #JonggaKimchi #No1Kimchi #JonggaGenP
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                      Teamwork was the name of the game at Heritage Farm as members of the SSE preservation, field ops, and marketing teams gathered to harvest garlic from our collection last week. Once harvested from the field, the garlic plants are placed in a cool, dry place for a few weeks to dry. Once dry, the bulbs are broken into cloves, the healthiest of which are planted again next year. SSE has some 290 garlic varieties in its collection. Interested in learning more about growing, harvesting, and saving garlic? Check out our Garlic Guide: https://www.seedsavers.org/grow-garlic  #SeedSaversExchange #HeirloomGarlic #Teamwork
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Subscribe to our newsletter for special offers and seed saving advice.

Subscribe


Who We Are

Seed Savers Exchange is a tax-exempt 501(c)3 nonprofit organization dedicated to the preservation of heirloom seeds.
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Seed Savers Exchange

3094 North Winn Road

Decorah, Iowa 52101
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(563) 382-5990
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